Digital Finishing

Digital finishing &
embellishment with
Inkjet technologies
Providing the added value

It’s well known that finishing and embellishment provide the added value that separates
labels from printed graphics. Creativity and innovation in this area can mean the difference
between success or failure for a brand marketing campaign, so when converters can offer
new enhancements to clients it can help them win business
with the brands.
The Graphium hybrid digital inkjet label press combined with the
Xaar digital print bar, enables both pre-print and post print digital
finishing and embellishments to be achieved in a single pass.
Flexible print order is esential

To truly explore new and innovative possibilities, a
flexible print order is required. It is essential to be able
to interleave digital and traditional technologies. The
Graphium system enables this by allowing the Xaar
digital print bar to reside anywhere on Graphium’s
rail system. Digital printing can then be added at any
position on the web, whether it be in front of the main
print engine or as a post print process.

Wide spectrum of print finishes possible

Graphium can then route the web in different ways in
order to interleave the print bar in between flexo’s. The
xaar digital print bar, allows mono inkjet printing using
white, black and clear UV inks and can be tuned by print
head selection for resolution, speed and ink laydown.
When used in combination with Graphium’s options, a
wide spectrum of print finishes can be achieved. These
include:
b Back printing
b Rotary screen emulation
b Textures
b Tactile control
b Specular control
b Metallics and other foil effects
b A wide range of die-cutting and converting options
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Digital finishing options

Careful selection of flood varnish allows the matt
effect to be retained like a primed media. This		
also overcomes printability issues of UV ink with
highly absorbent uncoated media.

	Back printing

Back printing reduces the typographic content on a
label face side thus maximising the look and feel
of the brand. To achieve this digitally, use a black or
white print bar or flexo, mounted before the main
digital unit with a turnbar. For self-adhesive stock, a
delam/relam unit can allow glue side printing.

 	Rotary screen emulation

	Graphium’s digital inkjet white is now capable of
running at the same speed and with the same
opacity and ink order positions as rotary screen, yet
still provides resolution capable of the finest details
at the same time. A true replacement technology,
which completely eliminates the setup cost and
setup time of screen.

Substrate emulation can also incorporate colour
similar to a proofing solution. The biggest benefit is
that the combination of ink and substrate can be
less than sourcing bespoke or specialised media.



	Tactile effects and textures

Clear and white inks can be used in graphium’s
large drop grayscale heads to create tactile effects.
The advantage of using white ink to create textures
is that it can be used in combination with digital
CMYK printing and varnishes allowing anything 		
from matt to high gloss to be consistently achieved.
Bump maps can be used to achieve modelling of
the inks topography. This allows the emulation of a
micro embossed paper, like a wine stock, using a
lower cost non converted paper.

Using clear inks allows the tactile effect to provide
a contrast in reflectance from matt to gloss.

	 Digital cold foiling

With the xaar print bar positioned next to
graphium’s lamination module the print bar varnish
also acts as an effective cold foil adhesive.
Controlling the ink density digitally in combination
with LED pinning allows a vastly improved tear off
and adhesion compared to traditional cold foil. UV
inkjet cold foil is much closer to the effect of hot
foil in terms of edge quality. When this is used in
combination with a secondary clear ink even hot
foil type embossed effects are achievable in shorter
print runs.
Now cold foil is achievable digitally at high speeds
it is possible to combine the security features of
holograms with variable data for totally new and
unique applications.

Added value

Graphium configuration

Back printing self adhesive

Flexo unit with delam/relam station and turnbar

Back printing linerless

Xaar print bar or flexo unit with turnbar

Textured print

Bump map printed with graphium white ink channel. More extreme tactile effect possible with xaar print bar

Spot varnish (up to 82um)

Xaar print bar with gs12 printhead or flexo unit

Tactile varnish (upto 200um)

Xaar print bar with gs40 printhead or rail mounted 3rd party rotary screen

Cold foil

Xaar print bar with gs12 printhead or flexo unit + lamination/foiling bar

Metallic ink

Flexo unit with plate

High speed/high opacity white

Xaar print bar with 2xgs12

Spot colour

Flexo unit with plate

Flood coat mat varnish

Flexo unit with tint roller

Lamination

Flexo unit with tint roller + lamination bar

Hot foil emulation

Xaar print bar with gs12 printhead + lamination/foiling bar + tactile varnish

Raised screen print effect text

Combination of white, cmyk + spot varnish

Last down white

White print bar positioned last in graphium (allows reverse printed labels, overprinted white, improves white knockout text)

Peal and reveal/piggy back labels

Lamination bar with unwind and rewind. Nip position after uv curing

Shrink sleeve

Flexo unit running shrink sleeve white ink

Sheeting

3 Stage rotary diestation with variable length sheeter

Slitting

Choice of razor, crush or shear slitting, semi rotary diestation also has autoset slitting. Optional dual rewind or taper roller

Diecutting

Choice of multistage rotary or semi rotary with automated die change

Contact one of our Graphium specialists to
find out more. Email: graphium@ffei.co.uk
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